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Revenues continued to grow, mainly in the Cloud segment.
Converting leads to requests for proposals (RFPs)
Financial indicators

Strategic milestones

• Q3/16 revenues was 97.7 million, up 5.4 %
year-on-year.

• Revenues continued to grow, despite no
significant new contracts

• EBIT reached 9.2 million, corresponding to
a margin of 9.4 %, up from 6.3 million and
6.8 % same quarter last year.

• Growth mainly coming from the Cloud
segment, which represented 7 % of group
revenues year to date.

Key figures
NOK million

Revenues
Operating profit
Profit for the period
EPS (NOK)
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Q3 16 Q3 15 YTD16 YTD15

97.7
9.2
6.2
0.32

93.6
6.3
3.9
0.20

291.5 279.1
25.6 25.0
16.4 17.2
0.78 0.83
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• Converting leads to request for proposals,
as companies are looking to cut costs and
strengthen HR/payroll functions through
outsourcing and cloud solutions.

• Celebrated first year in Chennai, India
with doubling of employees and reaching
20 % share of productive hours delivered.

Operational key performance indicators
Number of customer employees served still above 200’
Employees served (1000’)
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• No new customers online in the quarter.
Number of employees served by Zalaris
HR Outsourcing in Q3/16 was the same
as in the previous quarter.
• Volume of transaction services delivered
up 5.3 % compared with Q3/15.

180

• Increased interest in cloud-services is
overall trend, allowing additional services
to be delivered with less people involved.
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Q4/15

Q1/16

Q2/16

Q3/16
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Operational key performance indicators
Efficiency continues to improve
HR Outsourcing
Employees and productivity
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• Productivity continued to improve.
Average number of employees served per
FTE (full time equivalent) within HR
Outsourcing was 662 in Q3/16.
• Improved efficiency is a result of the
ongoing down-sizing project. Full effect
expected in Q2/17.
• Offshore and nearshore employees in the
HR Outsourcing unit was 32 % of
workforce at end of Q3/16.
• Group headcount was 452 at end of Q3,
stable in total, but marked shift towards
offshore

Q3/15 Q4/15 Q1/16 Q2/16 Q3/16
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Average number of local FTEs
Average number of nearshore FTEs
Average number of offshore total FTEs
Average number of customer employees served per
FTE total (right axis)
Average number of customer employees served
per FTE ex offshore (as previously reported) (right axis)

Q3/16 revenues increased 5.4 % year-on-year. Cloud
growing in importance
• Group revenues reached 97.7 million in
Q3/16, up from 92.6 million same quarter
last year.

Operating revenues
110
98,5

100
92,6
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94,6

97,7

• Cloud Services revenues in Q3/16 was
9.4 million, an increase of 51 % since Q3
last year.

• HR Outsourcing segment represented
87.7 % of group revenues. Its share of
group revenues declines as Cloud
Services grows.

90
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• Norway remains the largest contributor
with 44 %. Baltics and Poland increased
revenue by 3 percentage points, a result
of continued expansion outside the
Nordics.
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Q2/16
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Profit rebounded after seasonal variations and
reduced personnel costs
• Operating profit rebounded after seasonal
variations in Q2. Significantly
improvement from Q3/15.

Group operating profit1
6.8 %
10
8,9

Profit margin

9.4 %

9,3

9,2

8

7,1
6,3

• Personnel cost reduced 0.9 million from
Q2/16 as downsizing project has resulted
in reduced FTE count. Personnel costs
share of total cost was 53 % in Q3/16,
down from 56.1 %.
• License costs continued to increase as
result of growth in Cloud Service segment
to NOK 9.7 million in Q3/16.

6
4

• Net financial items amounted to minus 0.6
million in Q3/16.

2

• Profit after tax was NOK 6.2 million.

0
Q3/15
1

Q4/15

Q1/16

Q2/16

Q3/16

Excluding one-off costs
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HR Outsourcing segment: Growth in profit and margin
compared with both previous quarter and last year
Operating revenues

Operating profit and margin

• Revenues in Q3/16 was 85.8 million, up
3 % y-o-y as new customers have come
online in Sweden, Baltics and Poland.
• Quarterly variations are normal due to
seasonality.
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• Profit reached 9.2 million in Q3/16,
highest profit and margin since Q3/14.
• Driven by effects of the downsizing
project and shift towards offshoring.

Positive cash flow from operations, strong financial
position
• Cash flow from operations was
negative 0.9 million as accounts
receivables increased.

Cash and cash flows Q3/16
45

0,9

40

3,5

• Investments mainly related to
implementation of new functionality,
features and systems for cloud and
mobile solutions and data security.
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• Strong financial position:
54 % equity ratio at end of Q2/16.

40,5
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35,4
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• Interest bearing debt was 1.8
million at end of Q3/16.

10
5
0
Beginning Operating Investing
Net
of period activities activities financial
costs
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End of
period
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Investments in HR technology companies grew 60 %
during 2015
Investor investments in
HR Technology 2011-2016

«According to CB Insights, Investors plunged $2.4 billion into HR tech vendors during 2015, a
60 percent increase from the prior. This amazing investment growth—much of which went
into new integrated human resource management system (HRMS) platforms for the midmarket—illustrates the level of disruption and change hitting the industry». - Joe Bersin
Source: Bersin by Deloitte 2016
© zalaris
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“The HR technology market is undergoing one of the
most disruptive years it has seen this decade” – Joe Bersin
Joe Bersin 2016:

Joe Bersin 2017:

1.

1.

Consumerized HR Technology: Think
Employee Tools, Not HR Tools
2. The “Appification” of Everything: Mobile
Apps as a New HR Platform
3. Emergence of ERP Providers in
Expanding Talent Management Segment
4. Built-for-the-Cloud Providers Redefine
HR Functions
5. New Software Categories: Feedback,
Engagement, and Culture Management
6. The Reinvention of Performance and
Goal Management with Feedback and
Check-ins
7. Learning Experience Middleware:
Integrating Content from Everywhere
8. Growth of Predictive Analytics: The Value
from New Vendors and Solutions
9. Technology Services Continue, Despite
Escalation of Cloud Computing
10. Pace of Innovation Accelerating, but
Engagement Still Critical
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2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
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The Accelerating Revolution of Performance
Management
An Explosion in Real-Time Engagement
Evaluation—And Its Intersection with
Performance and Feedback
The Explosion of Growth in People Analytics
The Continuing Explosion and Evolution of the
Learning Market
A New Landscape for Talent Acquisition
Growth in Contingent Workforce
Management, Gig Work, and Part-Time Work
Environments
The Growth of Team Management Tools and
Their Merger with HR Tools
The Explosion of Wellness and Fitness
Apps—And Their Potential Merger with
Employee Engagement
Digital HR: Self-Service, Artificial Intelligence,
and Robotic Process Automation

Many still challenge if public cloud solutions are ready to
handle complexity and mission criticality of payroll and
transactional HR
 Local tariff agreements
and complex worktime
practices complicated to
fit into standardized cloud
practices
 What happens if your
payroll solution is
unavailable at pay date?
 What is your cloud
provider’s capacity to
support you in case of a
disruptive event?
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Zalaris support customers realizing their
Cloud HR Roadmap
Current situation:

Issues to be addressed:

• On premise solution as SAP HCM
for payroll, time, travel and talent
management

•

How to realize business case if need
to maintain own infrastructure for
payroll, time and travel processes as
not perceived ready for public cloud?

•

How to set up integrations between
public cloud and my mission critical
time and payroll processes and to
ensure these working over time?

•

What do to with my transaction
processing staff?

• Employee requests handled by
telephone and e-mail
• Transaction focus - producing correct
payroll and meeting deadlines
Wanted solution:
•

Integrated Cloud solution for talent
management

•

Organize HR as shared service

•

Focus on strategic HR
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Zalaris core BPO payroll services enable customers to take
advantage of Cloud services and provides mission critical
disruption insurance
Onboarding Phase

Employment Phase

Alumni Phase

HR Help desk solution
Employee Master Data
Employee Reporting
and Analytics
Recruiting &
selection
Onboarding
Induction &
Compliance

Learning
Performance Management
and goals
Compensation
Management

Letters of Reference
Off-boarding
Alumni administration

Benefits administration

High frequency synchronization of mission critical data
Standardized API solution and interfaces securing cloud
integration, monitoring and exception handling

Workday
Oracle Fusion
Cornerstone
Peoplefluent
xHRIS
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Employee Master Data
Payroll
Time management
and Evaluation
Expense management
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Workforce
Planning
solutions as
Timegrip and
Quinyx

Concluding remarks: Revenues and profits rebound as
requests for proposals take off
• Revenues continued to grow despite no significant new contracts in the
quarter. Cloud segment main source for growth
• Converting leads to request for proposals, as companies cut costs and
strengthen HR/payroll functions through outsourcing and cloud solutions
• Profits and margin increase as downsizing project delivers results and shift
towards offshoring of services continues
• Reached targeted 20 % of productive hours delivered from our offshore service
center in Chennai, India
• Seeking organic growth in our home market and exploring other opportunities
elsewhere where Zalaris’ scalable business model would fit well
• Well positioned to capitalize on HR technology trends with secure
infrastructure, flexibility of integration and mobile first strategy
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Important Notice
This Presentation includes certain forward-looking statements relating to the business, financial performance and results of the Company and/or the industry
in which it operates. Forward-looking statements relate to future circumstances and results and other statements that are not historical facts, sometimes
identified by the words “believes”, “expects”, “predicts”, “intends”, “projects”, “plans”, “estimates”, “aims”, “foresees”, “anticipates”, “targets”, and similar
expressions. The forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation, including assumptions, opinions and views of the Company or cited from third
party sources, are solely opinions and forecasts which are subject to material risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual events to differ
materially from any anticipated development. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries or any such person’s officers or employees provide any
assurance that the assumptions underlying such forward-looking statements are free from errors, nor do any of them accept any responsibility for the future
accuracy of the opinions expressed in this Presentation or the actual occurrence of the forecasted developments. The Company assumes no obligation,
except as required by law, to update any forward-looking statements or to conform these forward-looking statements to its actual results.
AN INVESTMENT IN THE COMPANY INVOLVES SIGNIFICANT RISK AND SEVERAL FACTORS COULD CAUSE THE ACTUAL RESULTS,
PERFORMANCE OR ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE COMPANY TO BE MATERIALLY DIFFERENT FROM ANY FUTURE RESULTS, PERFORMANCE OR
ACHIEVEMENTS THAT MAY BE EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED BY STATEMENTS AND INFORMATION IN THIS PRESENTATION. A NON-EXHAUSTIVE
OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT RISK FACTORS THAT SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT WHEN CONSIDERING AN INVESTMENT IN THE SHARES
ISSUED BY THE COMPANY IS INCLUDED IN THIS PRESENTATION. SHOULD ONE OR MORE OF THESE RISKS OR UNCERTAINTIES MATERIALISE,
OR SHOULD UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS PROVE INCORRECT, ACTUAL RESULTS MAY VARY MATERIALLY FROM THOSE DESCRIBED IN THIS
PRESENTATION. THE COMPANY DOES NOT INTEND, AND DOES NOT ASSUME ANY OBLIGATION, TO UPDATE OR CORRECT THE INFORMATION
INCLUDED IN THIS PRESENTATION.
No representation or warranty (express or implied) is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, any information, including projections, estimates,
targets and opinions, contained herein, and no liability whatsoever is accepted as to any errors, omissions or misstatements contained herein, and,
accordingly, neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries nor any such person’s officers or employees accepts any liability whatsoever arising directly or
indirectly from the use of this Presentation.

The contents of this Presentation are not to be construed as legal, business, investment or tax advice. Each recipient should consult its own legal, business,
investment or tax adviser as to legal, business, investment or tax advice. By attending or receiving this Presentation you acknowledge that (i) you will be
solely responsible for your own assessment of the market and the market position of the Company and that you will conduct your own analysis and be solely
responsible for forming your own view of the potential future performance of the Company’s business, (ii) if you are a U.S. person, you are a QIB (as defined
below), and (iii) if you are a non-U.S. person, you are a Qualified Investor or a Relevant Person (as defined below).
This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities in any jurisdiction or to any person in which or to whom
it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. The distribution of this Presentation and the offering, subscription, purchase or sale of securities issued by
the Company are in certain jurisdictions restricted by law. Persons into whose possession this Presentation may come are required by the Company and the
Joint Bookrunners to inform themselves about, and to comply with, all applicable laws and regulations in force in any jurisdiction in or from which it invests in
the securities issued by the Company or receives or possesses this Presentation and must obtain any consent, approval or permission required under the
laws and regulations in force in such jurisdiction. The Company shall not have any responsibility or liability whatsoever for these obligations.
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Questions?

Thank you!
Hans-Petter Mellerud
CEO & Founder
hans-petter.mellerud@zalaris.com

Nina Stemshaug
CFO
nina.stemshaug@zalaris.com

Zalaris HR Services AS
PO Box 1053
NO-0218 Oslo
Tel: +47 4000 3300
www.zalaris.com

